356   FLOWER ARRANGEMENT
Balance. A flower arrangement that appears stable has balance.
For the sake of balance the heaviest mass of plant material, the
largest flowers, and the longest stems should usually be close to a
line extending upward from the center of the container.
In symmetrical or formal balance the plant material on one side
of the center of the container is approximately equal to the ma-
terial on the other side, and is similarly arranged. See page 380.
In asymmetrical or informal balance the plant material is not
similarly arranged on both sides of an imaginary line above the
vertical center of the container. See page 377. One principle
involved in this type of balance is the same as in the teeter-totter,
a heavy weight near the center is balanced on the other side by
a lighter weight farther away from the center. In a flower ar-
rangement, weight or power to attract refers not only to quantity
but also to larger size or more brilliant color than the rest of the
plant material. For example, the placement of some dark begonia
leaves overlapping the rim of the container on the right side only,
may require the use of some taller material on the left side for
balance. A small solid mass of heavy flowers on one side will
balance a larger mass of filmy flowers on the other side.
An asymmetrical composition may have self-contained balance
or balance-by-placement. In self-contained balance the two sides
of an arrangement are equally heavy but the distribution of the
materials is different. An arrangement that is heavier on one side
may be balanced-by-placement if it stands off-center on a mantel
with the lesser background space on its heavier side.
Emphasis. For emphasis attention is usually drawn to a center
of interest or focal -point where the flowers are largest, most nu-
merous, and usually most contrasty or brilliant in color. For the
sake of stability the focal point belongs in the lower part of the
plant materials and near but not usually at the center of the con-
tainer. In triangular compositions, the focal point occurs naturally
at the hub where the lines converge in the container. This point
must never be left open or weak.
Emphasis on a leading line is also desirable in many arrange-
ments, with lesser lines repeating the dominating line. The em-
phasis of one dominating color and one dominating texture is
secured by having one of the flowers dominate. Subordination of
receptacle and background puts the emphasis on the flowers.

